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Castello Buondelmonti - Lodge
CASTELLO BUONDELMONTI-LODGE Castello Buondelmonti is a prominent castle with deep-rooted history and rich culture! History says
that during the Middle Ages, the property was captured by the Buondelmonti family, who gave a finished touch to the castles. Stay in one
of the stunning apartments in castello Buondelmonti which will astound you every single minute of your stay! Nearby places of the Lodge
apartment… Located in San Polo village in Chianti region, Tuscany, the apartment has Florence’s airport, which is just 20 km away. Also
ATM’s, Hospitals, Highways, Golf Courses, Restaurants, Rail Stations, Shopping Centers which are not more than 12 km away! The Lodge
apartment’s living room… Displaying a fine mixture of modern and old-fashioned style, this villa for rental comprises in total of a living
room, kitchen, three bedrooms and a garden area with pool in it. Unfolding an array of amazements is the living room that is spaced out to
hold sofas, cabinetry, in ideal places. The light hanging from the above is a real attraction to the whole setup. Segregating the living room
is the dining area which has a four seater dining table topped with essentials for a great day meal. You will also find a fireplace that is in
working condition – now this is the right place to read your fondest authors besides the raging fire! The living room is again disconnected
into the kitchen area that has oven, microwave, coffee machine, 5 gas rings, and dishwasher. Its bedrooms and their insides… Any visitor
would first be interested about the bedrooms! The Lodge apartment has three bedrooms with capacity of sleeping up to six members
blissfully! Each of them have three matrimonial bedrooms and attached en suite bathrooms with shower features in them. All these
bedrooms are spaces out for giving you a more comfortable stay! They have sofa, lights, mirrors and lampshades as common to all.
Matching up with the outside tranquil mood are the uniquely modeled Tuscan wooden beamed ceilings and inside furnishing. Offering
amazing country view, this rental house sleeps a family of six members. Some other amenities offered inside the apartment are washing
machine, private patio, television, and microwave! For all pet lovers, good news! Apartment Lodge allows you to carry your pets along, as it
is pet-friendly. Even more attractive is the
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Information
Location
Bedrooms
Sleeps:6
Total Bedrooms : 3
Sofa Beds : 3
Bathrooms
Total Bathrooms: 4
Bathrooms With Tub : 3
Location & facilities
Town/Places: San Polo in Chianti
Area : via Panzalla 6
Country : Italy
Property Type : Castle Apartment
Surface Area : Chianti-Florence
Property View : 13
Features & Accessories
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